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: It is shown that if a semi-uniformity has a base consisting of countable coversI, 
xists a compatible finer uniformity. 
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In 195 1, Moritd [ 21 considered families of open covers of a topological 
space which satisfied certain uniformity conditions. Qnc of his generaka- 
tions cr uniform structure is related to regular t,pofogical spaces in the 
way uniform structures are related to completely regular spaces. In tlhis 
paper, we investigaEe the relation between these semi-uniform structures 
and uniform structlrrer when the former has a base consisting of count- 
able covers. 
ost of the terminology of semi-uniform spaces is that used in uni- 
space theory ;,\nC;l we refer the reader to [ 11. 
The definitions ar,d terminology may be found in [4], where a more 
complete theory of semi-uniform spaces has been developed. 
In [ 41 it is showr, t!rat a totally bounded semi-uniformity (i.e., on: 
having a base of finite covers) is a totally bounded uniformity. In thi!; 
paper we prove that if a semi-uniformity u has a base consisting of count- 
able covers, then thtare is a compatible finer uniformity. Thus the ass,+ 
r( uj is T! -chonoff. 
cxnmple shows that a semi-un Y mity with a base of 
countable covers nes:d not be a uniformity. 
pa.!_r of integers 
&to be an interval of length 1 - 2--)li with center M + i. 
I, 2, . ..I U (all i 
a rational number). T *In isabaseforase iL9 0 
which is not a uniformity. 
though its associated t 
semi-uniformit 
be functionally separated, i*(= B) = i*(y). 
If U is an open set in Y containing = k whose closure misses w2, then 
UC X. Thus there is an qpen - in .f such that i[ V f7 i[x). Since 
i* is continuou.;, i”-“[ V.I is 0 ~11, and since i(- J ) , contains both 
w1 and 00~. This leads to the contradiction that (=$ = ?*-I] V]\cly U 
is open. 
We do not know if the possession of a base of countable covers is s 
ficient to guarantee that a semi-uniformity contain a compa 
fon.ity. It is certainly not necessary. It is shown in [ 41 th 
is a locally compact Tychonoff space, then u contains a co 
formity. 
Ifhe following lemma is 
with a base composed of 
he countable covers of CB 
with the corresponding covers ?LW, ‘N E ?S( clt,<V ). 
otice that if gQn is a countable camilv, then there are only count- 
able many W(cIL,$‘s in da,n+l and since each W( Q&V) is a count- 
able cover, there are on& a countable number of ?LW’s for each 
erefore, if Aa,n is countable, 94, n+l is also countable. 
Clearly u, is a semi-normal family. Let uz be 911 
covers in u,. Ii’ rQ = T(u:), then (XJ~) is a regl:lar 
space (not necessarilyT1), and if cl,, 1x1 + cl,,(y) , then 
cl,, {x} n clTa {yj = $9. Let X, denok the decomposition of X into 
point closures. The function& : X + ,yol defined by f,(x) = cI-~ (x) is a 
mapping of (X,a) onto (X,,Q, where pQ, is the collection of covers of 
XQ( whose inverses are in uz. It is not difficult to verify that par is a semi- 
uniformity on XU which has a countable base of countable covers. By 
emma 4, there is a finer compatible uniformity v,, on Xa! also having a 
base of countable covers. 
niformity on X generated by the normal family 
ch cover in u is refined by a cover in V, so v is finer 
s a base of countable covers, hence v does also. T 
t the weak topology generated by 
} = { f;'(r(p,)!:: Q 45 
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But this topology is coarser than sr( a) since e 
hence continuous. Therefore ~$0) = T(V) and v a 
cisely the Tychonoff spat 
formity which has a base of coun 
for every Tychonoff ! 
sessin- a base of tour 
Tychonoff spaces. 
Shirota i3] has shown that a Tychorioff space X is real co 
and only if X is comple %C relative to its uniformity with basi 
countable normal covers, hence if and only if -ras a compatible com- 
plete uniformity with a b, e of countabIe covers. Theorem 5 asserts that 
“uniformity” may be rep ed by “‘semi-u 
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